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About This Game

The water is rising! Run for high ground!

Can you save the helpless little children? It's up to you to make your way through danger and survive the fury of the tsunami!

Doctor Tsunami is an evil scientist whose off shore drilling operation is causing massive tsunamis that plague the small Popoy
Island Nation.

Play as Barry Shane-Buchan and hunt down the mad scientist causing the tsunamis. There are hundreds of levels. You must
navigate crumbling mazes, run wild chases and save yourself while you rescue helpless victims along the way, before the

tsunami kills everyone.

Beat levels by making it to high ground. Collect stars by rescuing lost children. Stars mark your progress in saving lives,
lowering tidal dangers to open up new levels and regions to explore, full of many more lives to save.

There are over 180 Levels. 17 Regions in a vast progressively-open world map full of villages, cities, beaches and all kinds of
adventure!
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The tide is surging! The surf is up! Only you can stop Doctor Tsunami! If you survive.
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doctor tsunami. doctor binocs tsunami. doctor who solar tsunami

The program looks and functions quite well, however, there is little to none on tutorials out there on the internet. Other than
that, it looks decent.

P.S: Devs, would you be able to post some links to tutorials so I can use this program to the fullest.

thank you. Surprisingly decent. It has the silhouette style of Limbo and NightSky, the exploratory spirit of Metroid, and the
"what am I supposed to do?" uncertainty of games like Dear Esther or Proteus. It seems to be quite short.

Update: With the help of a guide, I have finished this game. I still recommend it, but I don't recommend playing it for more than
an hour or two after you get stuck. The final bonus ending is total BS to get, and is completely unrewarding when you do it.
Some of the other endings are really hard to figure out as well.. Relaxing, but still challenging. It's so simple, but still gives
entertainment to every player who tries this game. Highly recommend for everyone, who just have some free time, but no ideas
to spend it. Have fun!. The Assembly may not be a challenging puzzle game for some, but you will stay for the story and all the
little details put in it. The atmosphere and aesthetic really do help with immersion and they result in a good combination to get
easily sucked into the game. If only there was hotkey to skip dialogues when replaying it... Nobody's perfect.. crap, cant get any
controller to work with this. makes it useless in VR. Trench Run is a 2D multiplayer shooter that is exclusively about shooting
people, blowing them up, and having fun in the process

The gameplay is very simple: you control your characters using only only 2 buttons and direction keys (you could play with a
NES controller), the maps are small, there's no story, no base-building, no leveling system\u2026 You can immediately buy the
game, join a server and blow stuff up. The game is very fast paced, with explosions all over the place, corpses flying across the
map, buildings getting blown up, it's very hectic and hilarious to see.

There are 5 classes available that play quite differently:
- the assault has an automatic rifle and grenades
- the demolition has a rocket launcher and C4
- the commando has a knife, flash grenades, can climb walls and defuse C4
- the sniper has a sniper and can camouflage
- the medic, only available in \u201cRun\u201d mode, has a shield, ammo boxes, and can revive his teammates

There are 2 game modes: Run and Skirmish. Skirmish is self-explanatory, it's 4 players trying to kill each other, the player with
the most kills win.

Run is a team vs team mode where the goal is to run to the other end of the map while dodging enemies and killing them.
There's a bit of tactic involved : you can try to be sneaky, hiding in a bush or using a flash grenade, or defend a strategical
corridor from a window, or be a medic and help your teammates with ammo and health.

Outside of the 2 main modes there's a lobby where players can meet in between matches, chat, play basketball, buy pets and
costumes and drink beers.

There could easily be new modes, maps and even classes created for the game as it's entirely moddable, and you can run your
own private servers.

So this game is awesome, but it has a population problem. There's generally always someone to play with, but the most I've seen
online was 6 players and sometimes I have to wait 10 minutes in the lobby for someone to connect. You can still play with bots,
they're not too bad, but playing with real people is obviously way more fun. If you're lucky and have irl friends who are into fun
games, you could play with them in local multiplayer too (up to 4 players).. It's one of those many achievment games. Got 59
achievments in 20 minutes. Game itself is bad. Game is based on luck in favour of game. It's not worth your time.. For those
just interested in gameplay: https://youtu.be/rTs1Fey3VYg

Civitatem is similar to Banished, in that you are in charge of creating a medieval city that can not only maintain the people
currently living in it, but the future of the city. It has adorable graphics similar to that of SimAirport. The game is still in Early
Access, but the game seems enjoyable so far!. This game looked interesting so I bought it, love the graphics but sadly the
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mechanics for the game are lacking. The left mouse key can only be unsed to interact with the objects about you and turn the
camera, it cannot be set as a key binding for attacks or anything, or at least I've tried to do so and have failed. Then there's the
map of the castle, which based on the intro for the game your character should know because its their castle yet you have no
idea what rooms are where until you explore it (which doesn't make sense). Enemies can cast spells at you while going up the
stairs, but when you're in first person mode (or any mode for that matter) you cannot fire a spell upwards or downwards (I say
the enemies are cheating). I know there is a toggle target key but I feel this game would play better on a game pad if instead of
the left\/right strafting they turned instead and something like shoulder buttons on the game pad would work better. I'm going to
continue trying to play the game and at least beat it, but with how things are going I can only play in short sessions before I get
frustrated. Also, the guy is a trained swordsman, why is he attacking so slowly? It almost seems like his armor is weighing him
down, but as a trained fighter he shouldn't be having that problem. Sadly, unless you have a lot of patience with games I would
not suggest getting this game.. -Video Review-
https://youtu.be/Wi2AM6l2lFw

If you want a written version of the review, I am providing a "normal" written review which will contain more of a standard
review review, they will not be exact copies, I'll move more of my humor into my video review, so please do check it out if you
have the time! If not, read on!

-Quick Review-
Imperium Romanum: Gold Edition is a Romen City Builder Simulation game developed by Haemimont Games and released
Oct 30, 2008. Haemimont Games published another similar game people are probably more familiar with: "Tropico 4".

-Detailed breakdown review-
Story: The setting for the whole game is that you're the governor of a Roman city/Provence. It's up to you to provide/grow
food, distribute that food, manage housing and logistics of laborer's (That's my fancy way of saying "slaves"... It's ancient Rome,
calm down), and generally provide for your people's needs. Have you ever played the sim's? Imagine having a bunch of them,
but they all collectively want close to the same thing at the same time... That being sausages or bread.

Gameplay: The controls of the game are almost identical to Tropico 4, so when I started playing the game I was able to get the
hang of the wonky camera controls relatively quickly. middle mouse wheel to scroll in and out, arrow keys to speed your camera
around. I'll warn you right now, generally learning the basic game camera movement functions is a learning curve, which will be
a thorn in many people's sides.
You also can adjust the direction your buildings are being placed with the scroll wheel, I believe you can adjust the game
camera rotation by holding down your middle mouse button. (always a favorite control for 3d graphic designers) There are
alternative controls so you can use your keyboard and mouse differently then me, but I'm just letting you know what worked for
me.

Tropico has three types of game modes plus a set of tutorials, the types of game modes are: Tutorials, Campaigns, Scenarios,
and the Rome Scenario. I would say "Each game mode is different", but the whole thing feels about the game regardless of
game mode, the differences are settings, goals, and challenges. In one you might need to trade goods to get your objective, in
another you might need to kick the barbarians out of your neck of the woods.
Regardless, I highly suggest starting with the tutorial so you can learn the basics of city management and how to build stuff. The
tutorial is very detailed and should help most people get into the game.

But the fun doesn't stop there, once I was finished with the tutorial I jumped in to play the campaign, there are several different
campaigns. You can play; History of the roman Empire, Conquest of Britannia, Wilds of Germania, Colonation of Africa,
Caesar's Civil War. Each campaign has about 4 levels, except for the history of the roman empire which has about 18 levels.

There isn't much else to say about the game, Imperium Romanum: Gold Edition will satisfy a very specific type of gamer, and
will provide a lot of levels for that type of gamer. If you like this type of game, I highly suggest checking out the Tropico
Franchise when you're finished.

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=759428051

Conclusion: I feel like I haven't said much about a very VERY big game, but unless you want me to reinvent the wheel and give
you the tutorial all over again, that's about all there is to be said about Imperium Romanum: Gold Edition. The camera controls
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take some time getting used too, your people are always demanding something from you, so from the spacing between buildings,
building roads, food, to production... it's all city management simulator based in ancient Rome.

There's actually a downloadable demo on the steam store front, so you can check it out for yourself before you purchase the
game! *mumbles* I haven't played the demo for myself so it might be crap, or have like half a level, but you can at least
formulate your own opinion on the game prior to purchase.

------Edits and updates------
Hey there, Thanks for reading my review! I've been writing reviews for several years now, and will have been making video
reviews for a month now, and I've decided I'll start adding a call to action plug on the bottom of my written reviews! It means a
lot to me that people are enjoying my content, if you want more please do check out my channel and social mediaz.
As always, my name is Atratzu, and I approve this review.

YouTube, Steam Curator , Twitter,
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I've played this off and on since buying it on Early Access when it first came out, and I am blown away by the improvements. I
would not consider Cash Crop a complete game *yet*, but I think it's getting close, and it's surprisingly fun to sink some time
into. The music is super interesting, and I like the uniqueness of the strains and contracts (which is a neat mechanism).

I would like to see some options for buildings, not just staff and crew. And I do think that after a while, the farming gameplay
gets a little tired, and I would like something else to do with my time. Theoretically I could have 3 fields and three crew tending
those fields and I could sit back and just watch the clock tick. Quests, interactions with NPCs, and purchase-able farm upgrades
would go a long ways to adding replayability.

However, overall I found this to be surprisingly fun, and it's neat to see the upgrades and progress made on the game since
launch. The graphics are fun and the game is self-aware and cheeky, which I appreciate. I would recommend this game,
especially seeing the improvements they are making.. Funny and sweet little point-and-click game about canine pirates. It's not
that expensive so if you like adventures you should check this out!

Собаки-пираты и квест старой школы но с одним отличием — все загадки в игре логичны и решаемы, а если уж совсем
голова откажется работать, есть встроенная система подсказок и подсветки интерактивных предметов. За такую цену
вполне себе добротный квест.. It's fun, good achievements. It's free on your phone though, so you might want to wait until it's
on a sale.. It has a lot of potential but there is too much cheese in the game:

 1. dirt is mightier than the sword:
 you can trap any monster by building a wall on top of it: I went out at night and trapped every dog that came my way and raided
every camp with ease. PRO TIP: if you need more free hits then just trap it with a stronger material.

 Solution:
 i. don't allow building on top of monsters.
 ii. monsters that are trapped start smashing walls in 12 seconds.

2. monsters cannot go through their own doors!
 This makes it far too easy to: surround yourself with a wall, dig your way in, and then cheese the monsters by building over
them.

 Solution:
 i. monsters can go through doors
 ii. monsters return to guard the house after 12 seconds of inactivity.
 iii. monsters immediatly attack walls that are built inside of an inclosed area.

3. Archers are easily cheesed by building a single wall to block arrows.

 Solution:
i. add a chance that the arrow will break the object and continue forward.
ii. add a chance that the arrow will slow the target by 10% and increase hunger by 100% for 12 seconds stacking up to 10 times.

4. Monsters rarely will test your defenses.

Solution:
 i. some monsters attack dirt walls to get to you
 ii. some monsters attack stone walls to get to you
 iii. dirt walls break when a dog is within 1 tile.

PS: I would also like to see a book of Magic introduced that uses materials as regents (think Ultima Online).. Pay 2 win
Pay 2 fun
Pay 4 everything
. I was leery at first about buying. I like metal but not a lot of guttural voicals. The tracks are amazing.. Nothing special or super
unique from past years. I still really dont like the interface compared to OOTP's baseball games and the fact there are no 3D
games avaliable yet. Its still the only real hockey sim game avalaible so its tolerable if you love these kind of games.. nice sound
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effects soundtracks and rly interesting puzzles and also includes alot of secrets
btw i jumped on the flush ^^ its only the smellz. Truly, an amazing experience. I actually played this when it was on show at a
convention; it was good then, and it's still good now. A flawless soundtrack, a pulse racing gaming experience, and all around
very entertaining.

My only issues have been occasional frame tearing (which, considering I'm using a gaming laptop, is somewhat concerning), and
the fact that I would have preferred to get it on my Xbox One, but it was pulled from the marketplace before I could purchase it.

Thank you anyway; an amazing game that has obviously had heart and soul poured into it.. meh

3/10
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